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, a graphitemetal alloy, is a dry,
selflubricating alloy with a low coefficient of friction.

bushings provide lifetime cost and
operating advantages over other bushing/bearing
materials.

bushings reduce maintenance and
downtime. They are longwearing and never need
lubrication. is not simply a surface
coating, so its selflubricating properties do not
deteriorate. bushings keep
products free of contamination and can be used
safely in combustible atmospheres because they

use no oil, do not attract dust or foreign matter, and
do not spark.

bushings work where others won't.
You can replace ball bearings, metal and plastic
bushings, and plain molded carbon bushings with

bushings. You'll enjoy
years of trouble free operation in applications
such as...

Ovens/Furnaces

Cement Kilns

Conveyors

Plating Tanks

Dryers (Veneer, Plywood, Board)

Dampers/Louvers

Submersed Screens

And Many Others...

is ideally suited to applications
where temperatures are too high to permit the use
of oil or other lubricants. It will not soften at high
temperatures or extrude under load. Our standard
grades are suitable for temperatures to 750! F in air
(except for babbitt) and higher in nonoxidizing
atmospheres. And, bushings are
also suitable for low temperature (450! F) applications
because there are no lubricants to congeal
or solidify.

is not soluble in most industrial
liquids. bushings are used in water,
hydrocarbons, chemical and fuel oil pumps, meters,
mixers, and rotary filters. is also use
extensively for submerged bushings in cleaning
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bushings extensively. GRAPHALLOY has been saving maintenance dollars in bull
screens, line conveyors, washers, mixers, scrap burners, bleach tanks, fourdriniers,
and pumpsanywhere that bearings are subjected to difficult operating conditions!
Grooves can be specified in the ID of submerged bushings so that gritty material can
be washed away from the bearing surface. In particularly severe applications, clean
water or pumpage can be injected into the bushing.

bushings are available in over 100 grades of material with specific
properties that meet a wide range of engineering solutions and specifications. Our
commonly used GRAPHALLOY materials are babbitt, copper, bronze, silver, and
nickel. We also offer FDA accepted grades for food contact equipment.
All of our Pillow Block and Flange Block assemblies are equipped with a
GRAPHALLOY bushing designed for longlife operation. They are easy to install and
will operate successfully for long periods under various conditions. Depending on the
application, our Pillow Blocks and Flange Blocks are available in either....

1. Solid: Type 163, 563, and 963
2. Split: Type 163S, 414, 475, and 478
3. SelfAligning: Type 327, 675, 414, 475, 478, 448, 318,517 (Static) ;
4. Cast Iron: All except 327, 318, and 963
5. Stainless Steel: 327, 318, and 963
6. TwoBolt, ThreeBolt, or FourBolt arrangement depending on type

High Speed/High Load 163, 414, 475, 478, 448, 563, 963
High Speed/Low Load 163, 163S, 563, 963
Low Speed/High Load 414/475, 478, 448, 563, 963
Low Speed/Low Load All Types

Pillow Block and Flange Block assemblies eliminate maintenance and
frequent replacements, providing increased reliability and many years of troublefree
operation. For longest life and smoothest operation of the GRAPHALLOY bushing, we
recommend a coldrolled steel smooth finish of 8 to 16 microinch and a hardened
shaft of R/C 5560. Metric and shaft sizes not shown can easily be accommodated.

1. Shaft and housing dimensions
2. Speed
3. Load per bushing
4. Temperature
5. If submerged, in what solution
6. Equipment

Conditions Pillow Block/Flange Block Type
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For various applications involving different speed and load conditions

we recommend using....

GRAPHALLOY

If you need help to engineer solutions for your particular application, please call

us for help in solving your bushing/bearing problems. We will require

information such as:




































